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Abstract

This paper describes an approach to three-dimensional(3-D) motif search of proteins, which

is based on a graph-theoretical clique �nding algorithm. In this implementation, higher

abstract representation of a protein structure has been also investigated for the description

of secondary structure information such as �-helix and �-strand. The algorithms and the

implementations are discussed with a couple of execution examples of the 3-D motif search

using protein structure database.

1 Introduction

It is well known that 3-D structure of proteins is closely related to the function of itself. And

especially, certain particular structural features called motifs which have speci�c geometric

arrangements within the protein molecules are considered that they are well-reserved sites in

the genomic sequences. So that, to �nd such motifs or 3-D common structural features in more

general sense is one of most important problems in genome informatic studies.

In our previous work, an approach to 3-D substructure search using graph-theoretical algo-

rithms was developed and applied to the analysis of 3-D structural features of proteins using an

abstract representation of amino acid residue[1]. In the present paper, further abstract repre-

sentation of the protein structure which involves the higher structures of �-helix and �-strand

has been investigated to establish the 3-D motif search.

2 Method

In the present work, the 3-D structure of a protein molecule is regarded as a set of pseudo-

atoms of which the 3-D coordinates are approximated with those of �-carbon(C�) atoms of

the main chain in the same way as the previous work. In addition to this, higher abstract

representation has been devised here in order to describe the secondary structure information.

Each of the secondary structure segments is represented by two residues which are located in N-
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and C-terminal side of the segment, and their coordinates are also approximated by those of C�-

atoms of the residues, respectively. In this representation, thus, a secondary structure segment

is described as a pair of points (the start-point for N-terminal side and the end-point for C-

terminal side) which are located in the terminals of the segment. The assignment of secondary

structure is determined using the program DSSP[2]. Two types of secondary structures are

considered in the present work: helix(DSSP class: H, G and I) and strand(E). Any residue

which is assigned to the other classes of DSSP is regarded as one that belongs to random coil,

and it is ignored in this treatment.

To distinguish the start-point and the end-point on the identical segment from those on

the other segment, a pseudo-bond between the points on the identical segment is de�ned. The

pseudo-bond is referred as helix-bond for a helix segment or strand-bond for a strand segment.

It is possible to distinguish between the pair of points which describes a secondary structure

segment and other pairs of points by means of the sign of the corresponded array of the distance

matrix, because that each of secondary structure segments is characterized by the value with

negative sign. This sophistication, at the matching time, allows us to specify the tolerance of

the simple distance between the amino acid residues and the tolerance of the sign of secondary

structure segments to be compared, independently.

3 Result and Discussion

We prepared a 3-D structure database that contains 521 proteins taken from PDB �les using

the abstract representation mentioned above. This dataset was originally selected according to

the list of representative protein dataset by Hobohm et.al.[3]. Then we screened the dataset by

the following criteria: (i) the structures of all entries in the dataset were determined by X-ray

crystallography, (ii) they had the resolution of 2.8�A or better, and (iii) the total residues of

each protein was 500 or less. The search trial with the query of `Crystallins beta and gamma

Greek-key' motif [4] that consists of four strands in gamma-b crystallin (eye lens protein;

4GCR: K2-D8, Q12-C18, S34-S39, G60-Y62) correctly found the similar motif sites on other

eye lens proteins (2BB2: K2-D8, Q12-C18, S34-S39, G60-Y62 and 2GCR: R89-R95, R99-I105,

S123-E128, G149-Y151). And it also identi�ed the similar structural features which consist

of four anti-parallel �-strands, in phosphotransferase (1PTF: D66-D60, H7-E2, Y37-D32, N43-

K40), hormone/receptor (3HHRC: Y107-S113, G116-F123, L66-R70, K81-E82), and electron

transport (2BBKH: A148-D153, A158-D164, T137-Q142, T129-L131). The result shows that

the present approach is successfully applicable for the 3-D motif search of proteins.
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